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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

A Workshop on Research Priorities in Cement and Concrete was held on 26 August 2015 at the 

University of Johannesburg. It was convened based on a perception that it was important for active 

researchers in cement and concrete in South Africa to communicate their work to the broader 

cement and concrete industry, and for the industry to indicate their research concerns to the 

researchers.   Similar workshops had been held at regular intervals up to the early 2000s, but had 

subsequently fallen into abeyance. 

Consequently, a call went out to the researchers and to representative industry members to support 

and attend the workshop. Selected industry representatives were asked to present their view on 

research priorities.  The researchers were asked to present their current research areas and topics.   

The workshop comprised presentations by the researchers and selected industry representatives, 

followed by an open forum discussion chaired by Dr Hylton Macdonald, in which common 

understandings were sought and from which it was intended that a matrix of research needs and 

research activities be drawn up to further inform future research directions.  These objectives were 

largely achieved during the workshop. 
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This report outlines the background and purpose of the workshop, notes the participants, and 

sketches the main outcomes.  Details are given in the Appendices, which should be consulted for a 

fuller overview of the workshop.   

The workshop was organised by Professor Mark Alexander of UCT. It was chaired by Dr Hylton 

Macdonald who is an independent industry representative with a long history in the cement and 

concrete area.  The workshop was sponsored by The Concrete Institute (MD - Mr Bryan Perrie) and 

supported by the Concrete Society of Southern Africa (CEO - Mr John Sheath).  The University of 

Johannesburg kindly provided the facilities for hosting the workshop. 

For the background and purpose of the Workshop, see Appendix 1.   

 

2. PROGRAMME AND SPEAKERS 

On the part of the researchers, presentations were made by the research-active universities, viz. (in 

alphabetical order) the Universities of Cape Town, Johannesburg, Pretoria, Stellenbosch, and 

Witwatersrand. (The Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) had been invited to the 

workshop but did not make a presentation).  Product-specific research is carried out by various 

companies in the Cement and Concrete Industry, but otherwise there are no other active research 

entities in South Africa in this field, to the knowledge of the workshop organisers.   

Industry speakers were drawn from AfriSam (cement producer); Jones & Wagener (consultant) 

Murray & Roberts (Contractors), PPC Cement (cement producer), StefStocks (contractor), Transnet 

Freight Rail (national infrastructure agency), and Ulula Ash (cement extender company). SANRAL 

(national infrastructure agency) made input by being included on the forum during the afternoon 

session.  

The programme and speakers are given in Appendix 2.   

 

3. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 

Invitations were sent to a broad range of industry, including the major companies involved in 

cement manufacture and concrete construction.  The list of participants, representing only those 

who responded to the invitations, is given in Appendix 3.   

In total, the workshop was attended by 31 people.    A photograph of the attendees is given below.   
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Photograph of attendees at the ‘Workshop on Research Priorities in Cement & Concrete in 

South Africa’, 26 August 2015, University of Johannesburg. 

 

4. WORKSHOP OUTPUTS 

As mentioned, the workshop consisted of presentations from industries and active researchers.   

 Appendix 4 comprises pdf copies of the speakers’ slide presentations.    

 Appendix 5 contains notes made by Mark Alexander during the workshop. They are a 

succinct and abbreviated summary of the workshop proceedings.   

 The main summary output of the workshop is the Topic Matrix given in Appendix 6.   

This matrix is described and summarised below. 

4.1 Summary matrix of research needs and activities – Topic Matrix 

The topic matrix comprises a series of columns (I-VII), giving the research activities of the different 

universities, and a series of rows (A-H) representing the research needs of the industries.  The 

particular universities involved in a given area of research are also given in the matrix in the 

respective columns.   

The needs or interests of the various industries are represented by the rows, with a particular 

company being identified by an acronym in the relevant cells of the matrix. Summarised details of 

the industry and university topics are given below the matrix.   
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The topics and research needs given in the matrix were gleaned from the workshop presentations 

and workshop discussions.   

The matrix matches research activities with industry needs.  Thus, for example, the industry need of 

“Durability and reinforced concrete corrosion” is linked with the university topic “Concrete 

deterioration and durability”.  Shown in the relevant block in the matrix are the specific companies 

that indicated the particular research need; in the case given here, they are Transnet FR, Murray and 

Roberts, StefStocks, and SANRAL.   

Other matching topics are given in the relevant blocks in the matrix.   

4.2 Evaluation of the matrix  

It is immediately apparent from the matrix that the needs of industry are in large measure being 

addressed by the university researchers, at least in broad outline.  It may well be that specific 

research concerns in these different topic areas are not being addressed, but it is noteworthy that 

industry’s needs are to a large extent being covered.  This indicates that the researchers seem to 

have a good sense of what industry needs, and are alert to the requirements of industry. 

4.3 Open Panel Forum 

As indicated, a summary of the open panel forum and the points discussed therein is given in 

Appendix 5.  The details noted in abbreviated from therein are very useful, and can be taken as 

further elaboration of the research needs of industry, for the information of the researchers. 

 

5. CLOSURE AND WAY FORWARD 

The Workshop on Research Priorities in Cement and Concrete succeeded in its aim to bring 

together representatives of the relevant industries and active researchers, to talk about common 

concerns for research.  A noteworthy alignment between industry’s needs and current research 

topics became apparent from the workshop, taken in broad outline.  However, it is also apparent 

that mot all specific industry topics within the broad alignment areas are covered by the researchers.  

These aspects can be addressed by the relevant industry representatives with the universities 

concerned, while the workshop outputs give details for the researchers in this regard.   

The outputs of this workshop are commended to the relevant parties for on-going discussion 

between industry and the researchers.  The workshop also served to sketch the broad scope of 

research presently (2015) being undertaken in the relevant South African universities, and indicates 

a sensitivity on the part of the researchers to the needs of industry, whether explicit or implicit.   

The outcomes of the workshop will be carried forward as follows: 
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 Distribution of this report and attachments to all attendees and sponsors, via email and also 

via the TCI website, where it will be available in open forum. 

 Article to be written for publication in Concrete/Beton summarizing the research being 

done, focal areas determined from the workshop, and inviting comment via the TCI website 

for suggested key focus areas or requirements in the research arena going forward. 

 Set up a website to allow for the capture of thoughts, ideas and comments from participants 

and those who might access the TCI website. These will be analysed and collated for 

dissemination by Mark Alexander. 

 Send a notice to Industry Bodies, Universities, Technikons and other key organizations, 

concerning the availability of the report on the TCI website, and inviting comments and 

input via the website portal. 

 Arrange for a follow up meeting later in 2016, as agreed at the workshop; date for the 

workshop to be set in coordination with the date for publication of the Concrete Beton 

article and sufficient time for responses to the notice mentioned above. 

 Distribute collated and analysed comments three weeks prior to the follow-up meeting for 

consideration and discussion at the meeting. 

 Invite presentations at the follow up meeting as before, taking into account the current 

knowledge, and suggesting focus areas for consideration by the various research 

organizations. 

 Agree on an appropriate mechanism for keeping these topics current and updated for the 

benefit of researchers and industry alike. 

 

MG Alexander (Workshop Convenor) 

02 February 2016 
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6. APPENDIX 1:  BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE WORKSHOP 

(pp. 8-10) 

 

See pages 8-10 below. 
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Workshop on Research Priorities in Cement and Concrete in South Africa 

Prof Mark Alexander 

Concrete Materials & Structural Integrity Research Unit, University of Cape Town. 

21 May 2015 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Background: 

Activities in cement and concrete research in South African tend to be fairly diffuse and focused 

around the needs or interests of the particular research entities conducting the research.  Thus, cement 

companies tend to carry out research on their products, which might include concrete products if these 

fall into their product line, with a view to increasing market share.  Statutory research organisations 

such as CSIR respond more to the needs of government departments, or look for innovative market 

opportunities.  University-based research tends to reflect the research interests of the individuals 

involved. 

Concrete is used in vast quantities for construction all around the world, and this is true in South 

Africa as well.  The local cement and concrete industry is worth many billions of Rands, and 

approximately R30-R40 billion Rand worth of concrete overall is produced annually in the country. 

The industry is challenged by a general lack of skills, piecemeal research and development, and 

practices that range from the woefully inadequate to world-class construction.  Being a developing 

country, South Africa also has to bridge the span between very low-end use of cement and concrete 

by unskilled and unknowledgeable people, to very sophisticated applications mentioned before.  This 

makes focusing research around cement and concrete particularly challenging in the local context.  

Further, there is no national consensus around what desirable research in cement and concrete should 

comprise.  

The cement industry in South African has largely funded concrete research in the tertiary institutions 

for many decades.  This has sometimes been targeted project-based research tackling a specific 

problem, or it has been general contributions towards building up research capacity and supporting 

research activities, in the interests of providing skilled people for the industry as well as future 

knowledgeable users.  This has also helped to retain university personnel in research positions, so 

that fortunately, there is still a reasonable pool of active concrete researchers in the country. 

In view of the above, it is felt both necessary and beneficial to mount a workshop on taking a more 

focused and national view on research priorities in cement and concrete.  Such events used to occur 

Professor Mark G Alexander 
PrEng, BSc(Eng), MSc(Eng), PhD (Witwatersrand) 

Professor of Civil Engineering 
 

Department of Civil Engineering 
 New Engineering Building 

University of Cape Town 
South Africa 

 

Postal: P Bag X3 
Rondebosch 7701 

South Africa 
 

 

 Tel: 
E-mail: 
Web: 

+27 (0)21 650 4012 
mark.alexander@uct.ac.za 

www.comsiru.uct.ac.za  
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every year or two up till the early 2000s, but have not occurred since then, for various reasons.  

However, the point has been reached where value and benefit could come out of a more focused 

approach to setting research priorities for the ‘industry’ in view of the particular South African 

challenges.  It is therefore proposed to reinstitute a research priorities workshop in 2015 with the idea 

of repeating this every two to three years. 

Principles and Objectives of Workshop: 

1. Bring together active researchers and research- interested parties in cement and concrete in South 

Africa, from both industry and academia or research organisations  

2. Create an open forum to discuss research priorities in cement and concrete in South Africa, with 

a focus on the ‘real’ issues facing the industry and country in the context of concrete construction. 

This forum can allow debate and discussion on these key issues for the mutual benefit of all 

concerned 

3. Compile a consolidated list of research priorities in cement and concrete, contextualised for the 

South African situation.  This list could serve as a starting point for promoting research activities 

and possibly funding research projects.  This list should be compiled by a ‘Workshop Panel’, 

which needs to be constituted largely from industry, drawing on the main sectors, and will 

evaluate the presentations and outcomes. 

4. Limit participation to, say, 40 or 50 at the most – by invitation 

5. Ensure  

 the main contributions are a mix from ‘industry’ and academia/research organisations 

 the costs are minimal, with support mainly from the industry 

 

Participant groups: See Annexure A 

 

Tentative Structure: 

Assuming approximately 10-12 presentations during the course of the day – spread between 

academia/research and industry - this would involve roughly 20 minute presentations with 10 minutes 

for questions, giving approximately 6 hours.   

Presentations would be by active researchers and research groups in cement and concrete, largely 

from the tertiary institutes, on current areas of interest, accomplishments in the last 10-15 years, and 

research plans for the next 3-5 years. There should also be a few selected presentations from industrial 

entities on their perspectives on needed research.  

This would be followed by a round-table discussion facilitated by a facilitator, to debate the merits of 

focused research and to attempt to come up with consolidated list of research topics or research areas.  

This list could be further refined and prioritised by a ‘Workshop Panel’, comprising mainly industry 

representatives, which list could then be made available to the research community. 
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Together with tea and lunch breaks, this represents a full day workshop.   

Date:  Wed 26 August 2015 

Venue: University of Johannesburg have agreed to host. Details to follow. 

 

ANNEXURE A: Participant groups 

 

1. Cement and Associated Industry:      Possible number 

 5 main cement companies: 2-3 reps ea.     10 

 Ash companies:  2        2  

2. Construction Chemicals industry: 

 3 or 4 main companies: 1-2 reps each     5 

3. Contracting Industry (civil and building): 

 5 or so main players: 1-2 reps each     5 

4. Industry Associations or Institutes: 

 TCI, CSSA, CMA, SARMA, ASPASA     6 

5. Consultants: 

 5 – 10 main players       8 

6. Government, Parastatals, & Specifying Agencies: 

 DOT/SANRAL, DWA, ESKOM, 

 Transnet/Spoornet/Portnet; DPW, NNR       8 

7. Academia: 

 Main players        10 

 CSIR          3 

8. Others: 

 Any obvious omissions?       3 

TOTAL FROM ABOVE:  ca. 55-60 

 

 

CoMSIRU Affairs/Colloquia & Workshops/Colloquia 
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7. APPENDIX 2: PROGRAMME AND SPEAKERS FOR WORKSHOP 

(pp. 11, 12) 

 

 

 

 

   

WORKSHOP ON RESEARCH PRIORITIES 
IN CEMENT AND CONCRETE IN SOUTH AFRICA 

 
WEDNESDAY 26 AUGUST 2015, 9:00-16:00 

THE LAFARGE ENGINEERING CLUB, ENGINEERING BUILDING, 
UNIVERSITY OF JOHANNESBURG, AUCKLAND PARK CAMPUS 

 
 

PROGRAMME 
 

08.30 Registration and refreshments 
 
09.00 Welcome and Background 
 

Mark Alexander, University of Cape Town 
John Sheath, The Concrete Society of South Africa 
Bryan Perrie, The Concrete Institute 
 

09.10 Presentations by Industry (10-15 mins per presentation) 
 

George Evans, PPC 
“Research to drive the sustainability of cement and concrete.” 
 
Darren Jacobs, AfriSam 

  “The shift in the South African cement Industry towards low carbon footprint cements.”  
  

Cyril Attwell, Murray and Roberts 
“Demands on Industry converted to Needs and Wants of Industry.” 

   
Mark Hovy, Ulula Ash 
“The effect of fly ash on 56 day compressive strengths with South African cements and the 
application thereof: A 5-year test program using fly ash from 3 power stations and cement 
from 5 factories was carried out to establish the applicability of the 56 to 28 day compressive 
strength ratio to predict the ultimate strength of concrete. Herein lies the idea to take fly ash 
(pozzolan) into a new realm of utilisation.”  

 
Peter Gage, Jones and Wagener 
“Practitioner’s Research Priorities.” 
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Simon Allen, StefStocks 
“Cement and Concrete Research – A Contractors Perspective – Serving the value chain.” 
 
Josia Meyer, Transnet Freight Rail 
"The optimum usage of concrete in Transnet Freight Rail and its challenges." 
 

11.10 Refreshments 
 
11.45 Presentations by active research units (tertiary institutions) (10-15 mins per presentation) 
 

Pilate Moyo, University of Cape Town 
“Research in concrete materials and structural integrity at UCT” 
 
Deon Kruger, University of Johannesburg 
“Concrete materials research at UJ: From 2015 to 2020.” 
 
Gideon van Zijl, University of Stellenbosch 
“Cement-based construction materials and mechanics research at Stellenbosch University.” 
 
Elsabe Kearsley, University of Pretoria 
"Reducing the environmental impact of the cement and concrete industry.” 
 
Mike Otieno, University of the Witwatersrand 
“Research at WITS.” 
 

13.00 Lunch 
 
14.00 Open forum.  Panel members: industry representatives given above, and SANRAL 
 
16:00  Depart 
 
 
 
 

Thanks are due to the University of Johannesburg for hosting the Workshop 
and to the Concrete Institute for sponsorship of the Catering 
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8. APPENDIX 3: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS (pp. 13, 14) 

WORKSHOP ON RESEARCH PRIORITIES IN CEMENT AND CONCRETE IN SA 

HELD AT UNIVERSITY OF JOHANNESBURG, 26 AUGUST 2015 

PARTICIPANT LIST (31 No). 

   

Company/Institution Name E-mail 

      

AfriSam Darryn Jacobs darryn.jacobs@za.afrisam.com  

6367 Weltevreden Pk 1715 Grizelda du Toit grizelda.dutoit@za.afrisam.com  

      

PPC George Evans george.evans@ppc.co.za  

787416 Sandton 2146 Hanlie Turner Hanlie.Turner@ppc.co.za 

      

Lafarge Sibusiso Hlatswayo sibusiso.hlatshwayo@lafarge-za.lafarge.com 

X26 Gallo Manor 2052     

      

Ulula Ash Mark Hovy mark@ululaflyash.com 

1516 Silverton 0127     

      

SIKA 
Andre Barnard - non-

attendance 
  

15408 Pinetown 2608    

      

Murray & Roberts Cyril Attwell Cyril.attwell@murrob.com 

1000 Bedfordview 2008     

      

Stef Stocks Simon Allen simon.allen@stefstocks.com 

12394 Aston Manor 1630     

      

TCI Bryan Perrie bryanp@theconcreteinstitute.org.za  

168 Halfway House 1685 Gary Theodosiou garyt@theconcreteinstitute.org.za  

      

CSSA John Sheath ceo@concretesociety.co.za 

75364 Lynnwood Ridge 0040     

      

SARMA Johan van Wyk johan@sarma.co.za  

1983 Ruimsig 1732     

      

ASPASA Nico Pienaar nico@aspasa.co.za 

1983 Ruimsig 1732     

      

Jones & Wagener Peter Gage gage@jaws.co.za 

1434 Rivonia 2128     

      

DOT/SANRAL Edwin Kruger Krugere@nra.co.za  

415 Pretoria 0001     

      

mailto:darryn.jacobs@za.afrisam.com
mailto:grizelda.dutoit@za.afrisam.com
mailto:george.evans@ppc.co.za
mailto:Hanlie.Turner@ppc.co.za
mailto:sibusiso.hlatshwayo@lafarge-za.lafarge.com
mailto:mark@ululaflyash.com
mailto:Cyril.attwell@murrob.com
mailto:simon.allen@stefstocks.com
mailto:bryanp@theconcreteinstitute.org.za
mailto:garyt@theconcreteinstitute.org.za
mailto:ceo@concretesociety.co.za
mailto:johan@sarma.co.za
mailto:nico@aspasa.co.za
mailto:gage@jaws.co.za
mailto:Krugere@nra.co.za
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ESKOM/TESP Chris van Alpen VAlpheC@eskom.co.za 

      

Transnet     

32696 Braamfontein 2017 Josia Meyer Josia.Meyer@transnet.net  

      

NNR Sifiso Nhleko SNhleko@nnr.co.za 

7106 Centurion 0046     

      

UStell Gideon van Zijl gvanzijl@sun.ac.za  

X1 Matieland 7602 Billy Boshoff Bboshoff@sun.ac.za  

      

UP Elsabe Kearsley elsabe.kearsley@up.ac.za 

X20 Hatfield 0028     

      

WITS Mike Otieno mike.otieno@wits.ac.za 

X3 Wits 2050     

      

UJ Deon Kruger DKruger@uj.ac.za  

524 Auckland Park 2006 Rachel Muigai Rmuigai@uj.ac.za 

  Cronje Bruwer   

  George Fanourakis GeorgeF@uj.ac.za 

  Ryan Sun Ryans@uj.ac.za  

      

UCT Mark Alexander mark.alexander@uct.ac.za  

X3 Rondebosch 7700 Pilate Moyo pilate.moyo@uct.ac.za 

      

CSIR 
Llewellyn van Wyk - non-

attendance 
lvwyk@csir.co.za  

395 Pretoria 0001 Jo Mapiravana   

      

HKM Consulting (Pty) Ltd Hylton Macdonald hkmconsulting@macdonald.za.com  

67615 Bryanston 2021     

      

   

 

 

 

  

mailto:Josia.Meyer@transnet.net
mailto:SNhleko@nnr.co.za
mailto:gvanzijl@sun.ac.za
mailto:Bboshoff@sun.ac.za
mailto:elsabe.kearsley@up.ac.za
mailto:mike.otieno@wits.ac.za
mailto:DKruger@uj.ac.za
mailto:Rmuigai@uj.ac.za
mailto:GeorgeF@uj.ac.za
mailto:Ryans@uj.ac.za
mailto:mark.alexander@uct.ac.za
mailto:pilate.moyo@uct.ac.za
mailto:lvwyk@csir.co.za
mailto:hkmconsulting@macdonald.za.com
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9. APPENDIX 4: PDF COPIES OF SPEAKERS’ SLIDE 

PRESENTATIONS (p. 15) 

 

Provided separately. Refer to TCI’s website:  

http://www.theconcreteinstitute.org.za/#!research-priorities-workshop/bn7u9 

 

  

http://www.theconcreteinstitute.org.za/#!research-priorities-workshop/bn7u9
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10.  APPENDIX 5: NOTES MADE BY M ALEXANDER DURING THE 

WORKSHOP (pp. 16-21) 

 

Open Panel Forum – points noted from panel members re their perceived research priorities 

 

Bryan Perrie (B.P.) (The Concrete Institute) 

1. Code related work.  E.g. creep, shrinkage, HSC. 

2. Info. Dissemination – how?  Much is available – Info centre / local research. 

 

Edwin Kruger (E.K.) (SANRAL) 

1. Corrosion of rebar – cover, practical aspects. 

2. Translation into Codes and standards.  Limited capacity. 

3. Exposure and micro-exposure zones. 

4. Labour-based concrete construction – implications and practicalities. 

 

Darren Jacobs (D.J.) (AfriSam) 

1. Properties of ‘new’ cements in actual construction. 

2. Performance parameters and testing regimes. 

 

Johan van Wyk (J.vW) (SARMA) 

1. Process parameters in RMC construction. 

2. Training of operators and engineers – who, where, when? 

3. Testing 

4. High Tech Product for low tech applications. 

 

Peter Gage (P.G.) (Jones & Wagener) 

1. Repair Methodologies and Materials and viability of repair costs. 

2. Curing (and cover) and implications of highly extended cements. 

3. Slabs on grade and pavements. 

4. Dissemination – annual catalogue of topics and status. 

 

George Evans (G.E.) (PPC Cement) 

1. Transfer of Technology and Research into practice / practical phase.  Site measurement and 

field testing. 

2. Early protection/curing.  Codes of Practice. 

3. Synthetic Aggregates. 

4. Training Methods for lay-people. 

 

General comments, including from the floor: 

B.P.: Labour – intensive construction methods - there is existing information. 
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Mapping of research needs against research activities: suggest to use Simon Allan’s and Peter 

Gage’s inputs mainly.  (Degree of overlap). 

Simon Allen. Use of Electronic Portal/Repository. 

John Sheath: Use of Industry Bodies: Collation, dissemination, coordination. 

Billy Boshoff:  Proper ‘packaging’ of information.  Use of Concrete Beton.   

Hylton Macdonald, George Evans: Interactive portal for topics and responses. 

Sifiso Nhleko: raised concerns of the Nuclear Industry: 

 Codes and standards – International 

 Concrete – Local material. 

 Need for local relevant codes and credible information. 

 Concrete Professionals Certification and education of regulatory bodies. 

 Durability and Longevity. 

 

Panel Discussion summary:  Hylton Macdonald 

Already quite a large overlap between industry needs and research. 

Need to map the various fields. (NOTE: Done) 

Key focus areas – research – industry. 

Will still need to do ranking – now or later. 

Coordination – how? 

Making use of new information. 

Dissemination of Presentations in PDFs 

Could place outputs on Portal – TCI/CSSA 

This event every 2 years or so. 

fib Nov 16, May 16.  Feedback – half day session? 

Research funding  

Problem with ‘tender’ processes for public sector authorities. 

SANRAL bursaries. 

Funding needs a separate discussion. 

Include CESA, SAFCEC, SAICE, etc. 
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MGA Notes during Presentation Sessions 

26/8/15 

 

George Evans (PPC) 

“Sustainability” – on-going use. 

Cement and concrete: primary materials, not likely to be replaced. 

Use these materials effectively. 

Research:  1930s – 60s USA led. 

70s – 90s - Japan and Europe 

Can have an influence on practice by doing correct research. 

Field testing of concrete – very important. 

Production process. 

Training and upskilling. 

Collective responsibility.  Government developments, etc.  Investment needed in research. 

 

Darren Jacobs (AfriSam) 

Low Carbon Cements 

Advantages of concrete are numerous. 

Issue of CO2 emissions. 

But – still ‘competitive’ vs other construction materials. 

Energy input to cement manufacture. 

Important area is clinker substitution. 

SANS 0147 allows this. 

Can produce high performance concrete with low CO2 cements. 

Do we understand the behaviour of these cements?  Particularly outside of lab in the field. 

 

Cyril Attwell (M&R) 

Demands and wants of industry. 

Contractors’ perspectives.  Demands of  

1. Cost-cutting.  Private sector invests more outside SA than inside SA. 

2. Time – speed of construction. 

3. Longevity – durability and maintenance (costs), i.e. time and money. 

4. Sustainability – triple bottom line, societal investments (CSI), community involvements, 

environment. 
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5. Projects – portside 65% GGCS.  

6. Alkali activated materials.  60% FA.  Long-age strengths. 

 

Mark Hovy (Ulula) 

PC systems and FA limits 

PC producer, or binder producer?  What are the FA limits? 

Admixtures and grinding aids are important. 

Important to have buy-in by authorities. 

Eskom – 32 Mt/a of ash; use only 14 Mt/a 

In SA, FA is a consistent product.  Pozzolanicity of FA.  Seems to perform consistently irrespective 

of base cement. 

But time is needed to develop properties > 28 d. 

Use 56 d as criterion. 

More use of admixtures and additives. 

 

Peter Gage (Jones & Wagener) 

Practitioner Research Aims 

Role of designer and specifiers. 

Translation of research into practical applications; research needs to feed into codes and 

specifications. 

 Galvanised steel – benefits, risks, other technical issues? 

 Concrete cover, crack control. 

 Curing at high temperature; uses in hot environments. 

 Mixing water and chloride 

 Concrete repairs – Materials 

o Patch cracking and debonding 

o Preparations 

o Crack repairs. 

 Slabs on grade / surface beds 

o Cracking 

o Joint edge degradation role of workmanship 

o Role of curing 

 Shotcrete – density and strength control. 

 Basson Indices – How applicable is it? Do we need to replace it? 

 Fly ash and slag limits 

 Migrating corrosion inhibitors. 

 Range of concrete treatments available  

 

Simon Allen (StefStocks) 
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Contractor’s Perspective 

Guidelines needed 

Quarries and aggregates – ref. Hippo Quarries. 

Need new information 

Including African information ‘Performance of imported cements 

Use of slag aggregates in concrete 

Precasting – hybrid/composite structures with lighter infills 

Heat of hydration mitigation measures 

Matrix of practical methods 

Field testing and calibration 

Sulphate resistant concrete – oil and gas industry. 

Placing and forming 

Sacrificial concrete forms 

3-D printing 

Bonding of new to old 

Delivery temp. Of fresh bulk cement  

Handling, clogging, effects 

Practical ways to determine cover for marine environment. 

 

Josia Meyer, Transnet 

Concrete mast poles – various issues. 

Level crossing blocks and slabs – poor performance 

Open line sleepers – mono block sleepers 

Durability and corrosion problems in sleepers and very high strength concrete is brittle. 

Tunnels – maintenance, new construct, water ingress. 

Bridges - temp. Movements. 

UNIVERSITIES 

 

UCT - Pilate Moyo 

Durability, repairs, structural health monitoring. 

 

UJ  - Deon Kruger 
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NDT, repairs, DIs, Emod, fly ash and pozzolana; diagnostics – thermal imagery, polymer and 

CFRP, ash resource. 

 

US - Gideon van Zijl 

Structures and materials, Risk and reliability, eco-friendly matls, FRC, Fresh concrete, HPC, 

residential infrastructure, UHPC. 

 

UP – Elsabe Kearsley 

Building materials research. 

Reducing environmental impact. 

UHPCE UHSRC, UTCRCP 

Appropriate models and test methods. 

Soil – structure interaction. 

 

U Wits – Mike Otieno 

Durability, thermal behaviour and cracking 

Cement chemistry, corrosion, microstructure, characterisation, SLM, natural pozzolanic materials, 

cal…. Clays, geopolymer concrete. 
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11.  APPENDIX 6: SUMMARY OUTPUT - TOPIC MATRIX (p. 22) 
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I II III IV V VI VII VIII 

 
UNIVERSITIES 

INVOLVED 

UCT, US, 

Wits, 

UJ, 

UP 

UCT, UP, 

Wits, UJ 

 
UP, US, 

UJ 

UCT, US, 

Wits, 

UJ, 

UP 

 
UCT, UJ 

 
Wits 

 
US, UP 

 
UP 

 
A 

 

Durability and reinforced concrete 

corrosion 

 

TN, 

MR, 

SS, 

SR 

       

 
B 

 

Field testing & behaviour of cements & 

concrete 

 PPC, AS, 

TN, UA, 

SS, SR 

      

 
C 

 
High performance concrete 

   
AS, TN 

     

 
D 

 

Sustainability, community involvement, 

environment 

   
 

PPC, 

MR, JW, 

SS, SR 

    

 
E 

 
Repair methodologies and materials 

    
 

TN, MR, 

JW, SS, 

SR 

   

 
F 

 

Heat of hydration, temperature effects 

on concrete development 

      
TN, JW, 

SS 

  

 
G 

Code related work, translation of research  

into local codes, performance parameters and 

testing  regimes 

      
 

PPC, 

UA, JW, 

SS, SR 

 

 
H 

 
Slabs & pavements 

        
JW, SR 

 
Industry topics 

A Concrete deterioration and durability, including AAR, sulphate attack and sulphate resistant concrete; developing and refining 

specifications for durability 

B Field testing of concrete. Behaviour of cements outside of the lab and in the field: Portland cement systems, FA and Slag concretes and 

their limits, understanding new cements, fibre reinforcing and polymer concretes 

C  High performance (HP) concrete 

D  Sustainability: community involvement, environment 

E Repair methodologies and materials: Viability of repair costs and maintenance of existing structures e.g. Tunnels, bridges, buildings. 

Concrete crack repair and bonding old and new concrete. 

F Heat of hydration and temperature effects on concrete development: thermal expansion, delivery temperatures of fresh concrete and 

their effects on curing time and strength development. 

G  Code related work, translation of guidelines/research into local codes, performance parameters and testing regimes 

H  Slabs & pavements 
 

University topics 

I Concrete deterioration and durability: developing and refining specifications for durability, carbonation and chloride induced corrosion 

models for cracked and uncracked reinforced concretes 

II Cements, new and blended: use of pozzolanic materials, geopolymer concrete, FA and Slag substitutions. Hardened properties of 

concrete, cement chemistry. 

III Fibre reinforced concrete, high performance and high strength concretes IV Sustainability and environmental impacts 

IV Sustainability and environmental impacts 

V Structural integrity and health monitoring. Structural effects of deterioration. Dynamic assessments, repair and strengthening, 

vibration serviceability and non-destructive testing of concrete using various electronic sensors. Repair methods, patch repair, mortar design 

and bonding old to new concrete. 

VI Cracking potential of concretes and thermally induced cracking; heat of hydration effects. 

VII Standardising new construction materials; including code development 

VIII Concrete pavement overlays (UTCRCP) 
 

AS   AfriSam 

JW  Jones & Wagener 

MR  Murray & Roberts 

PPC PPC Cement  

SR SANRAL 

SS StefStocks 

TN  Transnet FR 

UA  Ulula Ash 

 


